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Abstract Healthspan is a complex trait, influenced
by many genes and environmental factors that accelerate or delay aging, reduce or increase disease risk,
and extend or reduce lifespan. Thus, assessing the role
of genetic variation in aging requires an experimental
strategy capable of modeling the genetic and biological complexity of human populations. The goal of the
The Jackson Laboratory Nathan Shock Center (JAX
NSC) is to provide research resources and training for
geroscience investigators that seek to understand the
role of genetics and genetic diversity on the fundamental process of aging and diseases of human aging
using the laboratory mouse as a model system. The
JAX NSC has available novel, deeply characterized
populations of aged mice, performs state-of-the-art
phenotyping of age-relevant traits, provides systems
genetics analysis of complex data sets, and provides
all of these resources to the geroscience community.
The aged animal resources, phenotyping capacity, and
genetic expertise available through the JAX NSC benefit the geroscience community by fostering cuttingedge, novel lines of research that otherwise would not
be possible. Over the past 15 years, the JAX NSC has
transformed aging research across the geroscience
community, providing aging mouse resources and tissues to researchers. All JAX NSC data and tools are
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publicly disseminated on the Mouse Phenome Database and the JAX NSC website, thus ensuring that the
resources generated and expertise acquired through
the Center are readily available to the aging research
community. The JAX NSC will continue to enhance
its ability to perform innovative research using a
mammalian model to illuminate novel genotype–phenotype relationships and provide a rational basis for
designing effective risk assessments and therapeutic interventions to boost longevity and disease-free
healthspan.
Keywords Healthspan · Lifespan · Genetic
diversity · Complex trait · Diversity outbred mice
Introduction
Extraordinary improvements in environmental conditions and advances in medical care have led to significant extension of the average human lifespan and
improved health in later life. However, aging is still
associated with declining function in virtually every
organ system. Lifespan and disease-free healthspan
are intricately entwined complex traits influenced by
genetic factors that modulate the aging process and
age-related disease risk. Studies of long-lived individuals and families estimate that 15–25% of the variation in human lifespan is determined by genetic factors [1–3]. Genome-wide association studies confirm
that many genes individually exert small effects that
Vol.:(0123456789)
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influence human aging, and that the effects of these
genes are modified by environmental factors [4, 5].
To model the genetic and biological complexity of
humans and human aging phenotypes, a genetically
tractable experimental organism, maintained in a controlled and easily manipulated environment, is necessary for us to significantly advance aging research.
Mice are an ideal mammalian model for studying the
genetics of aging because their genomes are wellcharacterized, their environment can be easily controlled, their lifespan is relatively short, and considerable resources are readily available.
The goal of the The Jackson Laboratory Nathan
Shock Center (JAX NSC) is to provide research
resources and training for geroscience investigators that seek to understand the role of genetics and
genetic diversity on the fundamental process of aging
and diseases of human aging using the laboratory
mouse as a model system. The JAX NSC has available novel, deeply characterized populations of aged
mice, performs state-of-the-art phenotyping of agerelevant traits, provides systems genetics analysis of
complex data sets, and provides these resources to the
geroscience community. The Center provides phenotyping expertise, capacity, and space for investigators
to develop their own interventions and phenotyping
Fig. 1  Generation of
Diversity Outbred (DO) and
Collaborative Cross (CC)
mice
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assays. The aged mouse resources, phenotyping
capacity, and genetic expertise available through the
JAX NSC benefit the geroscience community by fostering cutting-edge, novel lines of research that otherwise would not be possible. The Center will continue
to enhance the ability to perform innovative research
using a mammalian model that can illuminate novel
genotype–phenotype relationships and provide a
rational basis for designing effective risk assessments
and therapeutic interventions to boost longevity and
disease-free healthspan.
Many of the studies supported by the JAX NSC
utilize the Collaborative Cross (CC) [6, 7], and their
eight parental (founder) strains (Fig. 1). The CC mice
were generated and maintained as genetically diverse
recombinant inbred lines, and therefore, each locus
is homozygous for a particular founder strain allele.
Since CC are inbred, each strain can be maintained
and replicated for further study. The Diversity Outbred (DO) mice, derived from the same founder
strains, are generated as an outbred population, and
as such are highly heterozygous (~ 87.5% of the
genome) — this high level of heterozygosity genomewide is similar to what is observed in human populations. Continuous outbreeding ensures that each DO
mouse is genetically unique.
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In addition to the genetic diversity in the nuclear
genome, the founders show significant differences in
the DNA sequences of their mitochondrial genome,
in which differences in haplotype have been linked
to the aging process [8]. These differences can be
exploited in founders and their CC and DO offspring
to study the impact of genetic diversity in mitochondrial DNA on aging.
The complementary CC and DO mice provide
unique genetically diverse resources to comprehensively test the influence of host genetic background
on aging and age-related phenotypes. Previous studies have demonstrated that nearly every measured
age-related phenotype, including molecular (e.g.,
gene expression levels), physiological (e.g., frailty),
and behavioral (e.g., memory) traits, is highly variable in CC and DO mice, and that this variability is
largely due to standing genetic variation in the population [9]. These studies provide strong support for
the scientific premise that the DO and CC mice are
optimal models for studying the impact of genetic
variability on aging.
The JAX NSC is a one-stop-shop for investigators who want to conduct age-related research using
mice but lack the resources or experience to initiate
an aging mouse experiment. Access to aged mice
and the cost of housing animals represent significant
barriers to entry into this field. Researchers facing
these challenges can initiate new projects through our
Research Development Core, which utilizes an innovative in-kind program where experiments for Pilot
Program awardees are coordinated and streamlined,
enabling the Center to perform more experiments
for more investigators by making efficient use of the
resources that are available through the JAX NSC.
From 2017 to 2020, 38 different investigators have
performed aging experiments. Our rolling enrollment
colony of aging mice provides the animals needed
for these experiments and is managed by the Animal
and Phenotyping Core. This aged animal resource
includes not only the always popular C57BL/6 J
strain, but also the CC and other inbred strains, the
DO population, and genetically engineered mice. The
Core maintains the facilities and a highly skilled team
of technicians to carry out sophisticated phenotyping
assays optimized for aged mice [10, 11]. These assays
include advanced analytical techniques that use artificial intelligence and machine learning (e.g., video
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analysis of gait and behavior, continuous monitoring metabolic cages, and image analysis of pathology offered in the Image Analysis Core). JAX NSC
staff are adept at learning new techniques. However,
some investigators require hands-on access to animals
to conduct their research. Accordingly, the JAX NSC
offers a Visiting Scientist Program for investigators
who want to participate directly in their experiments.
The Statistics and Data Analysis Core provides cloudbased data management services and assistance with
data analysis. Investigators can be involved in their
study at any level, from simply providing an experimental design and having JAX NSC staff perform
the study, collect tissues, and analyze data, to spending time onsite to oversee and carry out the experimental work in Center facilities. Much of this can be
accomplished at no cost to investigators, with support
provided through the Pilot Program. JAX NSC scientists work closely and follow up with Pilot Program
awardees to ensure that they have the long-term support they need to publish their findings and/or apply
for additional NIH funding to continue their research.
Research cores
Research Development Core
Aging research is challenging because aging studies
are both lengthy and expensive. Most research grants
do not include funds to develop aging resources, and
there is limited access to the resources required to
successfully compete for external funding in the aging
field. The lack of access to aging resources can dissuade investigators from engaging in aging research.
Facilitating and sustaining young scientists who wish
to establish an independent career in aging research,
or established scientists looking to make a career turn
into the field of aging, is essential for expanding the
field and ensuring a critical mass of aging researchers
for the future. A mechanism for pilot awards is crucial
to enable exploration of new ideas and to obtain preliminary data that is essential to obtain independent
research funding.
The mission of the JAX NSC is to provide access
to diverse resources (e.g., aged mice, phenotype
data, omics data, tissues from aged mice, training in
aging biology) that cannot be generated or funded by
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individual labs. By providing a variety of computational, intellectual, and genetic resources, the JAX
NSC enables investigators to initiate aging studies
efficiently and effectively.
The primary mechanism for outreach is our Pilot
Project Program, which provides in-kind services
and access to our core resources (described below).
Providing these pilot awards and resources in an
environment that offers training, mentorship, and
career opportunities ensures the successful development and/or transition of new investigators into aging
research. An annual request for applications is circulated through the Nathan Shock Centers Coordinating
Center (nathanshockcenters.org). Investigators are
asked to submit a two-page proposal describing the
aims and rationale for their project. Project proposals
are then reviewed and ranked by JAX NSC faculty,
according to the following criteria:
• Will the funds support a new investigator or help
an established investigator transition into aging
research?
• What is the likelihood that the work will lead to a
successful grant application?
• Will the project leverage or enhance JAX NSC
resources?
Once awards are approved, members of JAX NSC
staff contact the investigators to plan and discuss the
details of the experiments. In the event the awardee
is directly involved in the experimental techniques,
arrangements are made to host the awardee and provide access to the needed facilities. When possible,
experiments from different investigators will be combined to make optimal use of the limited number of
aged mice. Since moving to our new in-kind format
in 2017, in which we perform experiments using aged
mice at the request of investigators, 38 pilot projects
have been awarded (see agingmice.jax.org for an
overview of projects).
Animal and Phenotyping Core
Aging studies are lengthy and expensive, and access
to unique animal resources and state-of-the-art phenotyping capabilities is limited. The mission of the
Animal and Phenotyping Core is to maintain genetically diverse populations of aged mice and provide
state-of-the-art phenotyping services for age-relevant
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traits to support pilot projects and internal studies
devoted to aging research. The Core provides support
for short- and long-term studies using cross-sectional
and longitudinal study designs and has generated data
for many studies over the years, such as the identification of Lhfp as a regulator of bone mass [12] and
Dlgap2 as a regulator of age-related cognitive decline
and Alzheimer’s dementia [13], detection of strain
and sex differences in IGF1 levels [14], and determination of a multi-tissue full lifespan epigenetic clock
for mice [15].
The Animal and Phenotyping Core maintains
cohorts of aged mice, including the inbred strain
C57BL/6 J, the historical workhorse of aging research
for which a huge body of lifespan and healthspan
data exists. To promote the use of genetic diversity in
aging studies, we currently maintain cohorts of aged
DO mice. Aged mice cohorts are populated using a
rolling enrollment strategy to ensure that mice at
young (6–8 months), middle (12–15 months), and old
(18–24 months) ages are available at the same time
to support cross-sectional studies. The Core also has
aged CC inbred strains, F1 hybrid mice, and transgenic knockout mouse models for specific studies.
For example, we implemented an intermittent fasting
protocol with cohorts of CC mice on 2-day/week fasting or ad libitum control diets using both longitudinal
and cross-sectional cohorts of 10 CC strains, a total
of 800 mice in 1:1 sex ratio. The phenotypic analysis
of genetically diverse aging mice on dietary interventions will help us to understand how genetic background interacts with interventions to shape effects
on longevity. This is but one of several experiments to
collect genetic and phenotypic data on aged animals
under controlled dietary interventions. The cumulative data will enhance the value of the DO and CC
mice as resources for aging research.
The Animal and Phenotyping Core staff have
developed and refined phenotyping methods over
many years. The breadth and quality of these techniques reflect the Center’s collective experience
in assessing the health of aged mice. Longitudinal
studies are carried out with comprehensive and noninvasive phenotyping methods. The phenotyping
protocols developed and validated by the JAX NSC
are described on the JAX NSC website (agingmice.
jax.org), the Mouse Phenome Database (MPD) (phenome.jax.org), and elsewhere [10, 16]. Standard
offerings include a comprehensive suite of clinical
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healthspan evaluations: frailty index, grip strength,
rotorod, wheel running, acoustic startle, complete
blood counts, immune function, glucose tolerance
tests, urinary testing to monitor kidney function,
echocardiography, and body composition including
bone mineral density and fat content using advanced
imaging modalities. The adjacent Jackson Laboratory Center for Biometric Analysis (CBA) houses
dedicated facilities and trained staff to conduct a
wide range of behavioral testing, including Y maze,
tail suspension, novel object recognition, light/dark
box, and open field for activity- and anxiety-related
behaviors. Our Core phenotyping technicians are
trained and rigorously evaluated before being certified to carry out these tests. In addition to phenotyping, we collect tissues, blood, urine, and fecal samples for molecular profiling and microbiome studies.
For example, in one study, we used the kidneys of DO
mice collected at 6, 12, and 18 months of age to better understand the molecular changes that take place
in the kidney during the aging process and measured
both mRNA levels and protein levels. We found that
proteins show a greater extent of change than mRNA,
which suggests that mRNA profiling alone provides
an incomplete picture of molecular aging and that
examination of changes in proteins is essential to
understand aging processes that are not transcriptionally regulated [17]. Tissues and blood samples are
also being used to confirm findings in other (human)
studies. For example, blood samples collected in our
Core were used to test conservation and association
with lifespan of circRNAs that were associated with
human aging phenotypes [18].
Our phenotyping capabilities are continuously
evolving to meet the needs of the scientific community. The Core helped to develop a novel urinary
bladder function assay [19] that is now a routine
assay. Promethion metabolic cages (Sable Systems)
were incorporated into the phenotyping suite, which
has enabled us to evaluate energy expenditure, metabolic substrate selection, food and water uptake,
meal and drinking patterns, position, total activity,
and wheel running. Most recently, we have worked
with JAX scientists to develop and evaluate a videobased testing paradigm coupled with novel machine
learning to monitor activity, specific behaviors,
gait function, and frailty in aging mice. We anticipate that these video-based techniques will support
large-scale phenotyping while minimizing handling
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stress on aged animals. These and other new techniques allow the JAX NSC to assess the complex
phenotypes that are relevant to aging humans in
today’s society.
Phenotyping of very old mice requires extreme
care, and many procedures including anesthesia or
blood collection are often not feasible in the oldest
animals (> 2.5 years). We have developed a novel
“fragility index” that expands the standard mouse
frailty index [20] to evaluate the health of mice that
are nearing the end of life. Animals in the Core facilities are subject to frequent welfare checks and monitoring. We work closely with our Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee to ensure humane treatment
of all animals, but especially for animals in late life.
The Animal and Phenotyping Core will design and
implement custom phenotyping pipelines to meet the
needs of the investigator. We have implemented longitudinal studies that include lifespan as an end point
or require non-invasive phenotyping. Cross-sectional
studies are typically designed to collect tissues and
plasma or to evaluate the short-term response to
interventions. We can deliver compounds to animals
in food or water. For example, we have used drinking water to administer methylene blue, and 4-phenylbutyrate, and have developed diets to administer
rapamycin, mianserin, and 3-hydroxyanthranilic
acid in food. These include evaluation of food and
water intake to ensure proper dosing. One example
is a recently published study on oral rejuvenation in
which we formulated a specialized diet containing
rapamycin and, at the end of the treatment period,
used 3D imaging to examine the bone around teeth
[21].
A key element to the success of our Animal and
Phenotyping Core is our ability to maximize the use
of aged animals by integrating experiments. We can
successfully accommodate phenotyping requests
from multiple investigators. The use of the same
animals across multiple projects, when feasible, provides economy and expands our capacity to deliver
more investigator-initiated projects. Attention to the
order in which the procedures are performed ensures
that any given measure is not adversely influenced
by preceding tests. For example, if behavioral testing is requested by a researcher, the Core would
perform these assays at the beginning of the protocol, shifting other testing or interventions forward or
otherwise rearranging the schedule to accommodate
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multiple requests. In this way, the effects of stress on
the behavioral assays are minimized.
Data collection and quality control (QC) begin in
the Animal and Phenotyping Core. QC is a key component of day-to-day operations. Many data types,
e.g., body weights on electronic scales, are collected
directly into our Laboratory Information Management
System (LIMS) without the need for intermediate
data recording and transfer. Our LIMS also supports
daily review of data by technicians. With new phenotyping technologies constantly being developed,
the scope of data collection and analysis continues to
grow. Thus, a well-functioning and efficient LIMS is
essential to track animals, schedule testing, and provide a stable repository for primary data collection.
During peak periods, the Core may collect thousands
of data points each week. We employ a highly effective technique to reduce animal mix-ups: at the start
of each phenotyping procedure, technicians record
body weight, coat color, and ear notch identification; these are required data entry fields that are not
auto-completed. Comparison of the recorded values
to expected values is sufficient to catch the majority of mix-up events. Data generated by the Animal
and Phenotyping Core is migrated to the JAX NSC
Data and Statistical Core for further QC and analysis.
Close communication between the data scientists and
phenotyping technicians is key to ensuring robust and
high-quality data for downstream analysis.
Data and Statistical Core
Mouse studies sponsored by the JAX NSC produce
an enormous amount of data, including phenotypic,
genetic, epigenetic, expression profiling, and microbiome profiling data. The focus of the JAX NSC
on genetic diversity using CC inbred and DO mice
requires the analysis of hundreds of mice. With new
phenotyping technologies constantly being developed, the scope of data collection and analysis continues to grow. Thus, a well-functioning and efficient
data management and statistical analysis operation is
necessary.
The Data and Statistical Core is responsible for the
management, quality control, analysis, and dissemination of data for all JAX NSC projects. Improved data
management and quality control methods, outreach to
promote use of JAX NSC data, and engagement with
pilot project investigators accelerate the pace of aging
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research and increase the accessibility of JAX NSC
data and other resources. Our CLIMB LIMS (Rockstep Inc., Portland ME) provides the integrated data
management and workflow scheduling processes.
Data QC is a time-consuming process. It includes
cross-checking husbandry and task-scheduling data
against the raw data records. Most data errors are
corrected directly in the LIMS, which then becomes
the definitive source of cleaned raw data — version
control ensures that all changes are traceable. Many
data types require additional process steps, including
batch correction and standardization prior to analysis.
These steps are done outside the LIMS environment
and are supported by reproducible documentation,
in the form R, python or shell scripts. Upon completion of these pre-processing steps, data is delivered to
investigators, migrated to the JAX NSC website, or
submitted to the MPD [22].
The primary activity of MPD is to collect mouse
strain phenotype datasets where mice are tested following a defined protocol. The MPD was recently
updated specifically to enhance its utility in producing aging data as part of the JAX NSC resource initiative. New tools to handle time-course data and
improve Kaplan–Meier survival curves were developed to advance the ability of investigators to identify
correlations across strains, phenotypes, and datasets,
and to use JAX NSC data in their research. To support aging research, MPD researchers also developed new interfaces for survival, pathology, and gene
expression array data; and tools for finding correlations between phenotype and gene expression data.
All data records in MPD are discoverable through
federated database systems including the Neuroinformatics Framework. All aging data generated by the
JAX NSC can be found on MPD.
The Data and Statistical Core works closely with
the MPD to coordinate the release of primary data.
Agreements in place with pilot project awardees
and collaborators ensure that these data are released
to MPD in a timely manner. In addition, flat data
files (.csv format) and interactive analysis tools are
released on the JAX NSC website. For example, gene
expression and proteomics data is the QTLViewer
(https://github.com/churchill-lab/qtlweb), an interface
for genetic analysis which allows easy and in-depth
access to genetic mapping details.
The Data and Statistical Core engages with pilot
project applicants to evaluate proposals and to make
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recommendations regarding study design, including sample size determination. Due to resource limitations, e.g., numbers of aged mice available for a
study, the Core often recommends approaches to
simplify and reduce the scale of proposed studies to
achieve adequate power with the resources available.
The Core implements project tracking and management practices in LIMS data tables and forms tailored
to each study. For investigators who are using genetically diverse mouse models in aging research for the
first time, the Core will guide the investigator through
study design, analysis, and interpretation.
Image Analysis Core
Aging is characterized by a decline in physiologic
function of all organs and increasing rates of disease
and mortality. While these macro-level changes in
organ function are well-documented, relatively little
is known about the underlying processes that drive
the loss of function and the subsequent increase in
susceptibility to disease. Due to the invasive nature
of biopsies, our ability to study age-related structural
changes in human organs has been limited. In contrast, mouse models allow access to tissues at multiple, specific ages and under controlled conditions.
The JAX NSC has already demonstrated the success
of combining genetic diversity with image analysis to
identify genetic loci driving mesangial matrix expansion [23], lipoprotein deposits [24], and tertiary lymphoid organ formation [25], and has been working on
new methods to automatically identify and quantify
histological features [26, 27].
The goal of the newly established Image Analysis
Core is to develop and provide resources for the geroscience community to aid in computer-assisted histopathological analysis and discovery of age-related
histological features. The Image Analysis Core
advances aging research by automating an advanced
image analysis system and scoring platform that can
be used to discover and quantify age-related histological features. The benefits of such an automated
imaging pipeline are that early detection of histological phenotypes will predict later, age-related nonpathological and pathological outcomes. An automated
imaging pipeline is also useful for determining the
effect of interventions in aging studies.
The NIA-funded Geropathology Research Network (GRN) has been established to enhance the
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translational value of geropathology for preclinical
research studies in anti-aging clinical trials (https://
geropathology.org). The network consists of an interdisciplinary team of pathologists and scientists with
expertise in the comparative pathobiology of aging.
The GRN has established protocols and guidelines as
well as a repository of well-annotated slides of tissues
from aged mice, all contributing to a more uniform
assessment of geropathology. The GRN has recently
published the geropathology grading platform (GGP)
that can be used to distinguish age-related differences regarding the absence or presence and severity of specific histological lesions [28]. Despite these
resources, manual assessment in studies that involve
large sample sizes or quantification for statistical
analysis remains a challenge and is prone to variation
due to observer bias as reported by the GRN [28].
With the development of computer image analysis
and machine learning, a logical next step is to build
on the work of the GRN and capture their GGP in
automated pipelines in which the features of interest
can be identified and quantified.
The Image Analysis Core pipeline is currently
trained to identify specific features in the kidney, but
is easily adaptable to other tissues. Based on conversations with investigators in the geroscience field, the
heart, liver, and lung are the three most frequent tissues assessed by the pathologists of the GRN. The
GGP [28] will be used as a guide in adapting the
pipeline for heart, liver, and lung. Specifically, algorithms will be trained to identify and grade for lesions
in the heart associated with arteriosclerosis, cardiomyopathy/myocardial fibrosis, myocardial inflammation, myxomatous change of the valve(s), and
lymphoid aggregates; lung lesions associated with
airway metaplasia or hyperplasia, vascular hypertrophy, pulmonary fibrosis, pneumonitis or other
inflammation, and lymphoid aggregates; and liver
lesions associated with hepatocellular degeneration/
necrosis, hepatic lipidosis, periportal inflammation,
bile duct hyperplasia/cysts, lymphoid aggregates, and
microgranulomas.
In addition to the heart, liver, and lung, investigators have indicated their interest in the development
of pipelines for other tissues, including the spleen,
thymus, intestine, reproductive organs, and brain. The
Image Analysis Core will work with external investigators to train and validate pipelines for their tissues
of interest.
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Once the pipelines have been trained and validated,
they will be made available as an open source to the
community. All scripts, manuals, and other materials
for each pipeline will be made available in the Github
repository (github.com/TheJacksonLaboratory/AgingHistology) after validation. An important step in this
process is that the pipelines will be user-friendly and
that training will be provided to explain the different
components of the pipeline and how they work.
Conclusion
The JAX NSC provides research resources and training for geroscience investigators interested in the role
of genetics and genetic diversity in fundamental process of aging and diseases of human aging using the
laboratory mouse as a model system. The Center supports geroscience researchers through the provision
of pilot funds and other resources and expertise to
promising investigators and projects (Research Development Core) and is organized around three highly
integrated research resource cores (Animal and Phenotyping, Data and Statistical, and Image Analysis
Cores) that execute key initiatives of proposed projects. The JAX NSC maintains advanced, genetically
diverse populations of aged mice, performs state-ofthe-art phenotyping of age-relevant traits, and provides systems genetics analysis of complex data sets.
All the data generated by the JAX NSC is made publically available to the geroscience community.
Funding This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health grant to The Jackson Laboratory Nathan
Shock Center of Excellence in the Basic Biology of Aging
(AG038070).
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